CBL family E3 ubiquitin ligases control JAK2 ubiquitination and stability in hematopoietic stem cells and myeloid malignancies
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Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) is a central kinase in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs), and its uncontrolled activation is a prominent oncogenic driver of hematopoietic neoplasms. However, molecular mechanisms underlying the regulation of JAK2 have remained elusive. Here we report that the Casitas B-cell lymphoma (CBL) family E3 ubiquitin ligases down-regulate JAK2 stability and signaling via the adaptor protein LNK/SH2B3. We demonstrated that depletion of CBL/CBL-B or LNK abrogated JAK2 ubiquitination, extended JAK2 half-life, and enhanced JAK2 signaling and cell growth in human cell lines as well as primary murine HSPCs. Built on these findings, we showed that JAK inhibitor [JAKi] significantly reduced aberrant HSPCs and mitigated leukemia development in a mouse model of aggressive myeloid leukemia driven by loss of Cbl and Cbl-b. Importantly, primary human CBL mutated (CBLmut) leukemias exhibited increased JAK2 protein levels and signaling and were hypersensitive to JAKi. Loss-of-function mutations in CBL E3 ubiquitin ligases are found in a wide range of myeloid malignancies, which are diseases without effective treatment options. Hence, our studies reveal a novel signaling axis that regulates JAK2 in normal and malignant HSPCs and suggest new therapeutic strategies for treating CBLmut myeloid malignancies.
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Janus kinase 2 [JAK2] is the key tyrosine kinase in signaling from an array of hematopoietic receptors, including thrombopoietin (TPO), erythropoietin (EPO), interleukin-3 (IL-3), and granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor [GM-CSF] receptors. Once activated by cytokines, JAK2 phosphorylates their cognate receptors and triggers a cascade of signaling events involving STATs, PI-3K/AKT, and MAPK [Kaushansky 2003]. JAK2-deficient cells fail to respond to multiple cytokines, and Jak2-null mice die of anemia embryonically, demonstrating the essential role of JAK2 in cytokine receptor signaling.

While JAK2 plays an essential role in hematopoietic development [Parganas et al. 1998], uncontrolled JAK2 signaling results in hematopoietic malignancies. Myeloproliferative neoplasms [MPNs] are clonal hematopoietic stem cell [HSC] diseases, characterized by unrestrained proliferation, leading to overproduction of one or more myeloid lineages. Activating mutations in JAK2 [V617F]...
are found at high frequencies in subtypes of MPNs [Levine et al. 2007]. The \( JAK2^{V_{617F}} \) mutation is a canonical driver mutation in human MPNs, and loss of JAK2 abrogates MPN in engineered mice. However, current Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved JAK inhibitors (JAKis) only moderately reduce the \( JAK2^{V_{617F}} \) allele burden, and the majority of patients does not achieve molecular remission [Mesa et al. 2014], highlighting the need for a better understanding of the regulation of JAK2 to enhance the efficacy of JAK2 inhibitors. Despite a number of E3 ubiquitin (Ub) ligases for JAK2 having been suggested, none have been shown to impact JAK2 protein levels or HSC numbers in vivo. Hence, molecular mechanisms underlining the regulation of JAK2 stability and signaling remain poorly established.

Work from our laboratory and others identified LNK (also called SH2B3) as a direct and critical negative regulator of TPO receptor MPL and its associated JAK2 in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs) [Tong and Lodish 2004; Buza-Vidas et al. 2006; Seita et al. 2007; Bersenev et al. 2008]. \( Lnk^{-/-} \) mice exhibit elevated white blood cell (WBC) and platelet counts and progenitor cell expansion in the bone marrow (BM) [Velazquez et al. 2002]. Remarkably, \( Lnk^{-/-} \) mice lead to a >10-fold increase in HSC numbers [Ema et al. 2005; Bersenev et al. 2008]. Aged \( Lnk^{-/-} \) mice show mitigated HSC aging and spontaneously develop a chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML)-like MPN [Bersenev et al. 2010, 2012]. Importantly, LNK loss-of-function mutations have been identified in human MPN and acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients with aberrant STAT signaling [Oh et al. 2010]; thus, studying LNK regulatory functions in normal and malignant HSPCs will shed significant insights into JAK2 signaling. In this study, we found that LNK recruits Casitas B-cell lymphoma (CBL) family E3 Ub ligases to regulate JAK2 ubiquitination, stability, and signaling.

CBL proteins are a highly conserved family of RING finger (RF) E3 Ub ligases that regulate the signaling of multiple tyrosine kinases. CBL (also known as C-CBL) and the closely related CBL-B are expressed in hematopoietic cells. They possess a tyrosine–kinase-binding (TKB) domain, a linker region (L), and a RF. The RF domain binds to E2 Ub-conjugating enzymes and catalyzes the transfer of Ub from the E2 to the substrate. Both the L region and the RF domain are required for E3 activity. The foremost function of the TKB domain is to determine CBL's substrate specificity, which includes receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), such as EGFR, PDGFR, c-KIT, and FLT3, and non-RTKs, such as ZAP70 and SYK [Thien and Langdon 2005; Mohapatra et al. 2013]. Ubiquitination of phosphorylated tyrosine kinases marks them for endocytic traffic and subsequent degradation in lysosomes or for proteasomal degradation.

Notably, CBL deletions and loss-of-function mutations have been found in diverse myeloid malignancies, including myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) [Bejar et al. 2011], MPN, AML, and particularly MDS/MPN overlap syndrome, a distinct diagnostic category within myeloid malignancies with features of both MDS and MPN [Caligiuri et al. 2007; Makishima et al. 2009; Sanada et al. 2009]. MDS/MPN subtypes include atypical CML (aCML), juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia (JMML), and chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML), in which CBL mutations are most frequent (~20%) [Loh et al. 2009; Makishima et al. 2009; Muramatsu et al. 2012; Tiu and Sekeres 2014; Merlevede et al. 2016]. The prognosis of CMML is poor, with a high propensity for AML progression and no effective treatment options. Most CBL missense mutations are located in the L or RF domains, attesting to the importance of the E3 ligase activity of CBL in restricting kinase signaling and neoplasms [Sanada et al. 2009].

\( Cbl^{-/-} \) mice phenocopy \( Lnk^{-/-} \) mice, exhibiting elevated platelet counts as well as an expanded HSPC pool with superior transplantability [Rathinam et al. 2008]. \( Cbl^{-/-} \) HSPCs are hyperresponsive to a variety of cytokines, including SCF, TPO, IL3, and FLT3 ligand [Rathinam et al. 2008; Sanada et al. 2009]. Unlike \( Cbl \) or \( Cbl-b \) single-knockout mice, conditional double-knockout mice develop an aggressive MPN that closely resembles CMML/JMML, indicating the redundant but essential roles of CBL and CBL-B in MPNs [Naramura et al. 2010; An et al. 2016]. It has been shown that CBL E3-dead mutants, when overexpressed, lead to enhanced and prolonged activation of STAT5; however, the protein levels of JAK2 remain unchanged in \( Cbl^{-/-} \) or E3-inactive cells [Rathinam et al. 2008; Sanada et al. 2009]. Thus, whether CBL regulates JAK2 directly or indirectly through the receptor remains poorly understood. Recently, \( Lnk/-\) was also found mutated in ~10% of JMML patients [Stieglitz et al. 2015], attesting to the importance and relevance of our finding of this novel CBL/LNK/JAK2 signaling axis.

Here we investigated the molecular mechanism by which the adaptor protein LNK attenuates JAK2 signaling. We show that JAK2 is promptly ubiquitinated and degraded upon cytokine stimulation, and these processes are regulated by CBL and CBL-B via LNK. Using a novel inducible double-knockout mouse of \( Cbl \) and \( Cbl-b \), we further show the therapeutic potential of JAKi in treating an aggressive CMML-like disease. Finally, our mechanistic finding was translated into primary human \( CBL^{mut} \) AMLs. Taken together, our studies mechanistically shed light on new therapeutic strategies in treating \( CBL^{mut} \) myeloid malignancies.

Results

**CBL family E3 ligases interact with LNK**

LNK/SH2B3 has emerged as a critical regulator of self-renewal as well as a suppressor of MPNs [Bersenev et al. 2008, 2010]. We reported previously that LNK constrains TPO-induced JAK2 signaling in HSPCs [Bersenev et al. 2008]; however, the molecular mechanisms have remained enigmatic. LNK does not possess enzymatic activity; rather, it contains several protein–protein interaction domains. Therefore, we focused our efforts on deciphering LNK signaling networks. We established \( JAK2^{V_{617F}} \) human erythroid leukemia (HEL) cells that stably express Flag-HA-tagged human \( LNK \) and subsequently performed
large-scale protein purification using tandem affinity purification followed by mass spectrometry [Supplemental Fig. S1A]. LNK-interacting proteins that we reported previously with mouse LNK in murine 32D cells were also pulled down in HEL cells [Supplemental Table S1]. In fact, the peptide numbers for JAK2 were higher in HEL cells than in 32D cells [Jiang et al. 2012]. We speculate that this is due to higher phosphorylated and total JAK2 levels in HEL cells (JAK2V617F) than in 32D cells (JAK2WT). Importantly, CBL and CBL-B were among the most abundant LNK partners besides JAK2 [Supplemental Fig. S1B, Supplemental Table S1]. We confirmed the LNK–CBL interaction by immunoprecipitation and Western blotting [Supplemental Fig. S1C].

**Combined CBL/CBL-b loss increases JAK2 levels and promotes cell growth and cytokine signaling**

We next assessed whether CBL and CBL-B influence JAK2 protein levels and JAK-dependent cell growth. To this end, we used the human cytokine-dependent hematopoietic progenitor cell line TF-1. TF-1 cells are maintained in GM-CSF, in which JAK2 is essential for GM-CSF receptor (GM-CSFR) signaling and growth. We engineered stable TF-1 cells expressing hMPL, rendering them TPO-dependent. We next generated TF-1/MPL cells with stable shRNA-mediated knockdown of CBL and CBL-b individually or in combination. Dual knockdown of CBL and CBL-b led to a small but consistent increase in JAK2 levels compared with single knockdown [Supplemental Fig. S2A]. Dual knockdown also moderately increased cytokine-dependent cell growth [Supplemental Fig. S2B]. We noted that residual CBL-b protein remained after knockdown; we thus deleted CBL-b using CRISPR/Cas9 and combined it with CBL knockdown (Dko + d). We found that dual depletion of CBL and CBL-b resulted in a marked increase in JAK2 protein levels (Fig. 1A) and enhanced growth responsiveness to TPO compared with single depletion [Fig. 1B]. Moreover, the double depletion conferred a slight resistance to the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib, although the cells remained sensitive to JAK inhibition [Fig. 1D; Supplemental Fig. S2C].

CBL mutations are frequently found in CMMML and JMML, and one defining biologic characteristic of JMML/CMMML is hypersensitivity to GM-CSF [Kotecha et al. 2008; Niemeyer et al. 2010; Padron et al. 2013]. Indeed, CBL Dko + d cells showed markedly enhanced growth in response to low doses of GM-CSF [Fig. 1C], indicating that CBL and CBL-B play redundant roles in JAK2 regulation. Moreover, the dosage effects of CBL family proteins that we observed explain the lack of a phenotype in JAK2 perturbation in single-knockout mice.

CBL E3 ligase activity is critical for JAK2 regulation and cytokine-dependent cell growth

Since CBL proteins contain multiple functional domains, we asked whether the E3 ligase activity mediates its function in JAK2 regulation and cytokine-mediated growth. We established TF-1/MPL cells stably expressing CBL wild type or E3 Ub ligase-dead mutant C381A [Xiong et al. 2011]. Wild-type CBL expression slightly reduced JAK2 protein level and suppressed TPO- or GM-CSF-mediated cell growth, while the C381A mutant markedly elevated JAK2 levels and enhanced cell growth in response to both TPO and GM-CSF [Fig. 1E–G]. Of note, both cell lines remained sensitive to growth inhibition by ruxolitinib [Fig. 1H]. These data suggest that the E3 ligase activity of CBL proteins is important for regulating cytokine-mediated cell growth through modulating JAK2 protein levels.

CBL proteins regulate TPO-stimulated JAK2 ubiquitination and degradation

To investigate the mechanism by which CBL E3 Ub ligases regulate JAK2 level and MPL/JAK2-mediated cell growth, we examined the effects of CBL depletion on the JAK2 and MPL half-lives. We found that, under starved cell conditions, the half-life of JAK2 was extended. Upon TPO stimulation, JAK2 was promptly degraded, as determined by treatment with cycloheximide (CHX), a protein synthesis inhibitor [Fig. 2A,B]. Of note, the MPL half-life is independent of TPO stimulation [Fig. 2A,B]. In line with the role of CBL E3 ligases on JAK2 protein level [Fig. 1A], dual depletion of CBL and CBL-b as well as overexpression of the E3-dead CBL mutant C381A markedly increased JAK2 half-life [Fig. 2C,D; Supplemental Fig. S2D]. The C381A mutant also exhibited a longer half-life than wild-type CBL, consistent with the notion that CBL regulates its own ubiquitination and degradation [Fig. 2D]. In contrast, CBL depletion or inactivation failed to affect MPL half-life [Fig. 2C,D], although it increased basal MPL surface levels and impaired TPO-induced down-regulation of the cell surface MPL [Supplemental Fig. S3], consistent with a previous report [Saur et al. 2010]. Thus, our data suggest that CBL proteins regulate activation-dependent JAK2 degradation through a mechanism distinct from that of MPL receptor.

JAK2 has been found to be ubiquitinated using pan-Ub antibodies [Ungureanu et al. 2002]. However, the types of Ub chains on endogenous JAK2 and their potential function have not been determined. To address this issue, we first cotransfected JAK2 along with wild-type Ub or Ub mutants that specifically abolish Lys48-linked [K48R] or Lys63-linked [K63R] Ub into 293T cells. We found that JAK2 ubiquitination was significantly reduced in cells expressing mutant Ub [Supplemental Fig. S4A], suggesting that JAK2 is both K48- and K63-ubiquitinated in a heterologous overexpression system. To examine endogenous JAK2 poly-Ub status, we used Ub sensors [Sims et al. 2012, van Wijk et al. 2012], which are tandem-repeated Ub-binding entities (TUBEs) with a preferential affinity for K63Ub over K48Ub (LifeSensors, Inc.) [Hjerpe et al. 2009]. With this approach, we failed to detect JAK2 K48 ubiquitination using K48-specific TUBEs [Supplemental Fig. S4B]. In contrast, we found that endogenous JAK2 was ubiquitinated upon TPO stimulation with pull-downs using TUBE1 that recognizes pan-Ub but showed a 10 times preference for K63-Ub over K48-Ub.
The new-generation K63-specific TUBE exhibits 1000-fold to 10,000-fold selectivity for K63-Ub over other types of poly-Ub chains (Sims and Cohen 2009). Using this K63-TUBE, we showed for the first time that endogenous JAK2 was K63-ubiquitinated promptly upon TPO stimulation (10 min) even in the absence of the proteasome inhibitor MG132 (Fig. 2E, middle panel). Furthermore, JAK2 Ub is associated with...

Figure 1. CBL depletion or inactivation increases JAK2 level and promotes cell growth. (A) TF-1/hMPL cells with single or double depletion of CBL and CBL-b were analyzed for JAK2 levels by Western blot. [Luc] Luciferase; [gRNA] guide RNA. (B–D) Cells were cultured in different concentrations of TPO [B], GM-CSF [C], or ruxolitinib in the presence of TPO [D]. Cell numbers after 3 d of culture were determined by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazole-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) absorbance. [D] The left panel shows the absolute MTT values, while the right panel shows the relative MTT values normalized to 0 nM ruxolitinib in each cell line. [E] TF-1/MPL cells stably expressing either control vector, CBL wild type, or the E3-dead mutant C381A were examined for JAK2 levels by Western blot. [F–H] MTT assay of the indicated TF-1 cell lines cultured in different concentrations of TPO [F], GM-CSF [G], or ruxolitinib in the presence of TPO [H]. [H] The left panel shows the absolute MTT values, while the right panel shows the relative MTT values normalized to 0 nM ruxolitinib in each cell line. Error bars denote mean ± SD. (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (***) P < 0.001.
phosphorylation and activation (pY1007/1008-JAK2) (Fig. 2E, top panel). Importantly, CBL/CBL-b dual depletion abrogated JAK2 ubiquitination (Fig. 2E). To further confirm JAK2 activation-dependent K63-Ub, we stably expressed myc-tagged wild-type JAK2 and the kinase-inactive mutant Y1007/1008F in TF-1/MPL cells.
and then performed K63-TUBE pull-down assay followed by Western blot analysis using anti-myc antibodies. The results revealed that wild-type but not kinase-inactive JAK2 is K63-ubiquitinated [Fig. 2F]. Since CBL family proteins are activated by Src family kinases such as LYN [Javadi et al. 2013], we investigated whether the Src kinase inhibitor dasatinib regulates JAK2 stability. Dasatinib efficiently inhibited LYN phosphorylation [Fig. 2G], which resulted in a reduction in CBL phosphorylation [Fig. 2G]. Furthermore, inhibition of LYN kinase led to a reduction in CBL E3 function, as evidenced by increased half-lives for both JAK2 and CBL [Fig. 2H]. Taken together, our data revealed a critical role for CBL proteins in regulating the activation/phosphorylation-dependent ubiquitination and degradation of JAK2.

CBL depletion or inactivation enhances JAK2 signaling

Given the central role of JAK2 in cytokine signaling, we further investigated JAK2 signaling amplitude and kinetics in response to cytokines. We first stimulated cells with graded concentrations of TPO and found that CBL/CBL-b-depleted cells were more sensitive to low concentrations of TPO [Fig. 2I]. Next, cells were stimulated with TPO for different time periods. Consistently, dual depletion of CBL and CBL-b enhanced prolonged JAK2 activation and downstream signaling [Fig. 2J; Supplemental Fig. S2E].

To examine the specificity of the knockdown and how CBL E3 ligase activity affects JAK2 signaling, we introduced shRNA-resistant CBL wild type or the E3-dead C381A mutant in CBL knockdown cells. As expected, CBL knockdown resulted in a prolonged activation of JAK2 signaling and enhanced TPO sensitivity in cell growth [Supplemental Fig. S5]. Re-expression of wild-type CBL normalized cytokine-dependent JAK2 signaling and cell growth, in contrast, the E3-dead C381A mutant exacerbated the effects of CBL knockdown [Supplemental Fig. S5]. Thus, these data suggest that CBL E3 ligase activity regulates cytokine-dependent JAK2 signaling.

LNK depletion increases JAK2 half-life and TPO sensitivity and promotes cell growth

Since LNK appears to serve as an adaptor between CBL/CBL-b and JAK2, the effects of LNK depletion are expected to be similar to those of CBL depletion. We thus generated LNK-null TF-1/MPL cells using CRISPR/Cas9. Out of three guide RNAs [gRNAs] to LNK, we identified gRNA2 [LNK knockout hereafter] to be the most efficient in excising LNK, as confirmed by DNA sequencing [data not shown] and loss of LNK protein expression by Western blot [Fig. 3A]. LNK knockout cells showed hypersensitivity to TPO in promoting cell growth [Fig. 3B]. Furthermore, LNK depletion resulted in prolonged JAK2 but not MPL half-life [Fig. 3C] and correspondingly abolished JAK2 ubiquitination [Fig. 3D].

We demonstrated previously that LNK binds specifically to phosphorylated JAK2 through its SH2 domain, whereby disruption of the SH2 domain by a R392E point mutation dissociates JAK2 from LNK [Bersenev et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2012]. We reasoned that if LNK were the bridge between JAK2 and CBL, disruption of the LNK-JAK2 interaction would dampen the effect of LNK on JAK2 degradation. To test this hypothesis, we compared the half-life of JAK2 in LNK wild-type or R392E-expressing TF-1/MPL cells. Consistent with our hypothesis, overexpression of wild-type LNK accelerated JAK2 degradation, while LNK R392E failed to affect JAK2 half-life [Fig. 3E]. In a complementary approach, we examined whether loss of LNK could mitigate CBL’s effects on JAK2 stability. We stably expressed wild-type CBL in either control or LNK knockout cells [Fig. 3F]. Consistently, CBL overexpression accelerated JAK2 degradation; however, in LNK-deficient cells, JAK2 stability was sustained even in the presence of CBL overexpression [Fig. 3G].

To address whether JAK2 is a direct CBL substrate and whether LNK facilitates this post-translation modification, we performed in vitro ubiquitination reconstitution assays. The recombinant JAK2 was robustly ubiquitinated by CBL in vitro [Fig. 3H], indicating that JAK2 is a direct CBL substrate. Furthermore, we performed time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer [TR-FRET] assay to investigate JAK2 ubiquitination kinetics. The data revealed that JAK2 was promptly ubiquitinated by CBL and that LNK further promoted JAK2 ubiquitination [Fig. 3I]. Collectively, these data reveal an adaptor role for LNK in bridging CBL and JAK2 interaction, therefore mediating JAK2 ubiquitination and degradation.

Cbl<sup>−/−</sup>;Cbl-b<sup>−/−</sup> HSPCs show increased JAK2 protein levels, signaling, and reconstituting ability

To further examine the physiological function of CBL proteins and their regulation of JAK2, we turned to transgenic mouse models with loss of function of Cbl and Cbl-b. Germline double-knockout mice for Cbl and Cbl-b are embryonic-lethal. Previously engineered Cbl<sup>−/−</sup>;Cblf<sup>f/f</sup>, MMTV-cre mice [germline Cbl<sup>−/−</sup>; and conditional Cbl] develop an aggressive CMML-like MPN due to an unexpected Cre activation in a fraction of HSCs [Naramura et al. 2010]. We recently generated conditional double-knockout alleles for both Cbl and Cbl-b (Cbl<sup>−/−</sup>;Cbl-b<sup>−/−</sup>;Cre<sup>ERT2</sup>) mice that allow efficient and stringently controlled deletion of both Cbl and Cbl-b genes only upon tamoxifen [TAM] treatment.

We sorted LSK [Lineage–Kit<sup>−/−</sup>;Sca1<sup>−/−</sup>] HSPCs and LKS− [Lineage–Kit<sup>−/−</sup>;Sca1<sup>−/−</sup>] myeloid progenitor cells and cultured them in 4-hydroxytamoxifen [4-OHT]-containing medium for 2 d to allow Cre-recombinase activation [Fig. 4A]. To examine knockout efficiency, we screened individual colonies for Cbl and Cbl-b excision after plating LSK cells onto semisolid methylcellulose culture. Induced Cre expression led to a near 100% deletion of Cbl and 70% deletion of Cbl-b [Supplemental Fig. S6A]. In both LSK and
LKS− cells, ex vivo deletion of Cbl and Cbl-b resulted in elevated JAK2 protein levels and signaling, including activat-
ed STAT5, AKT, and ERK (Fig. 4B), which is consistent with what was observed in TF-1/hMPL cells.

Next, we studied the in vivo function of LSK cells from Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 mice upon Cbl−/−;Cbl-b−/− excision ex vivo. LSK cells were cultured in 4-OHT for 2 d and then injected with competitor BM cells into lethally irradiated mice. Reconstitution and lineage distribution of donor cells in the peripheral blood of recipients were analyzed every 4 wk by flow cytometry. In comparison with control LSK cells, Cbl−/−;Cbl-b−/− LSK cells displayed superior transplantability, and the differences became more pronounced with time (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, there was a markedly biased differentiation toward myeloid progeny, as demonstrated by increased Gr1+ or Mac1+ percentage and decreased B220+ or CD4+ or 8+ percentage (Supplemental Fig. S6B,C). Complete blood count (CBC) analysis also showed a pronounced increase in WBC numbers in Cbl−/−;Cbl-b−/− LSK transplanted mice, with marked elevation in myeloid cells and platelets but not lymphocytes (Fig. 4D). At 16 wk, we analyzed the lineage distributions of donor-derived cells in the recipients’ BM and spleens. BM cells from Cbl−/−;Cbl-b−/− LSK transplanted mice exhibited a significant increase in total donor and myeloid percentages but a decrease in lymphoid percentage (Fig. 4E, right panel). A similar lineage bias was observed in the spleen (Fig. 4F, right panel). Taken together, these data strongly suggest that ex vivo excision of Cbl and Cbl-b in primary
Figure 4. Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f LSKs show increased JAK2 protein level, signaling, and reconstituting ability and give rise to CMML-like myeloid malignancies. (A) Experimental scheme of in vitro excision of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f followed by Western blot or BM transplantation (BMT). Sorted LSK or LKS− cells from Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f or Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 (f/f;ERT) mice were cultured in 4-OHT-containing medium for 2 d. Resultant cells from 2000 LSKs after culture were injected into each recipient along with competitors. (B) Two days after culture in 4-OHT, LSK or LKS− cells were analyzed for JAK2 level and signaling by Western blot. (C) Donor chimerisms in the peripheral blood of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice were measured at 4, 8, 12, and 16 wk. (D) Complete blood count (CBC) analysis of peripheral blood of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice at 12 wk after transplantation. (E,F) The left panels show the donor percentages in the BM (E) or spleens (F) of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice 16 wk after transplantation. The right panels show lineage distribution within the donor fraction in the BM (E) or spleens (F). (G) The numbers of donor-derived LT-HSCs [LT-HSCs] in the BM of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice 16 wk after transplantation are shown. (H) The numbers of donor-derived LT-HSC, short-term HSC (ST-HSC), and various multipotent progenitor (MPP) populations in the spleens of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice 16 wk after transplantation are shown. (I) Colony-forming unit (CFU)-GM (left) or CFU-E (right) progenitors in the spleens of Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice are shown. (J) BM cells from Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f_Cbl-bf/f_CreERT2 LSK transplanted mice were injected into secondary recipients. Donor chimerisms in the peripheral blood of recipient mice were measured at 4, 8, 12, and 16 wk. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. Horizontal lines indicate mean frequencies. Error bars indicate SE. [∗] P < 0.05; [∗∗] P < 0.01; [∗∗∗] P < 0.001; ns not significant.
HSCs increased JAK2 levels and signaling and gave rise to enhanced HSC reconstitution and myeloid expansion.

Cbl;Cbl-b dual deletion increases HSCs and myeloid-biased MPPs (multipotent progenitors), leading to a myeloid expansion

To study the role of CBL proteins in HSPCs, we analyzed the frequency and number of primitive hematopoietic compartments in the BM and spleens of control or Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) LSK transplanted mice using established cell surface markers [Supplemental Fig. S6D; Pietras et al. 2015]. BM cells from Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) LSK transplanted mice had a significant increase in the number of long-term HSCs (LT-HSCs; defined as Flk2\(^{-/-}\)CD150\(^{-/-}\)CD48\(^{-/-}\) LSK) [Fig. 4G] but not in other HSPC subpopulations [data not shown]. Strikingly, in the spleen, we observed a marked (>100-fold) increase in primitive and myeloid/erythroid-biased HSC and MPP compartments, including LT-HSC, short-term HSC (ST-HSC; defined as Flk2\(^{-/-}\)CD150\(^{-/-}\)CD48\(^{-/-}\) LSK), MPP2 [Flk2\(^{-/-}\)CD150\(^{-/-}\)CD48\(^{-/-}\) LSK, megakaryocyte/erythroid-biased MPP], and MPP3 [Flk2\(^{-/-}\)CD150\(^{-/-}\)CD48\(^{-/-}\) LSK, myeloid-biased MPP] but not MPP4 [Flk2\(^{-/-}\)CD150\(^{-/-}\) LSK, lymphoid-biased MPP] [Fig. 4H]. The increase in MPP2 and MPP3 is consistent with an increase in myeloid cells and platelets in the peripheral blood [Fig. 4C,D]. To examine committed progenitor cells, we plated total BM or spleen cells onto semisolid methylcellulose medium to quantify colony-forming-unit (CFU) progenitors. There was no significant difference in either CFU-GM or CFU-E progenitors from the BM [data not shown]. In marked contrast, spleens from Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) LSK transplanted mice produced >10-fold more CFU-GM colonies and CFU-E colonies than those from control mice [Fig. 4I].

To further examine the impact of loss of Cbl/Cbl-b on the functionality and self-renewal of HSCs, we performed secondary transplantations. Cells from Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) LSK transplanted mice exhibited a greater donor contribution in the peripheral blood in secondary recipients [Fig. 4I]. In addition, we also observed a myeloid-biased expansion and a decrease in lymphoid repopulation as determined by flow cytometry and CBC analysis [Supplemental Fig. 7S]. Together, these data suggest that dual deletion of Cbl and Cbl-b in HSPCs results in an expansion of LT-HSCs, myeloid-biased MPPs, and committed myeloid progenitors, leading to an overall expansion of mature myeloid cells, thus resembling a CMML-like disease.

In vivo excision of Cbl and Cbl-b gives rise to an aggressive CMML-like disease

To further elucidate the role of CBL proteins in myeloid development and myeloid malignancies, we performed studies in mice with Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) excision in vivo. Total BM cells from Cbl\(^{fl/fl}\);Cbl-b\(^{fl/fl}\) or Cbl\(^{fl/fl}\);Cbl-b\(^{fl/fl}\);Cre\(^{ERT2}\) mice were transplanted into lethally irradiated recipients followed by intraperitoneal injection of TAM 4 wk after transplant [Fig. 5A]. The deletion efficiency was high, as evaluated by colony PCR [Supplemental Fig. S8A]. Twelve days after TAM treatment, we observed a myeloid expansion in the peripheral blood of Cbl\(^{fl/fl}\);Cbl-b\(^{fl/fl}\);Cre\(^{ERT2}\) mice [Supplemental Fig. S8B,C]. By 45 d after TAM delivery, we observed a dramatic increase in donor-derived myeloid cells in peripheral blood of Cbl\(^{fl/fl}\);Cbl-b\(^{fl/fl}\);Cre\(^{ERT2}\) mice, as determined by flow cytometry [Fig. 5B]. Consistent with these results, CBC analysis showed that in vivo excision of Cbl/Cbl-b in BM hematopoietic cells resulted in a marked increase in WBCs, including myeloid cells and platelets, while the numbers of lymphocytes remained unchanged in comparison with the control mice [Fig. 5C]. Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockout mice also exhibited anemia, a feature of the MDS/MPN overlap syndrome in which CBL mutations are mostly identified. Lineage distribution of donor cells in the BM and spleen also displayed a pronounced increase in myeloid cells and decrease in lymphoid cells, consistent with that in the peripheral blood [Fig. 5D,E]. The mice succumbed to a CMML-like disease with a median survival of 60 d [Fig. 5H]. Splenomegaly [Fig. 5F] and myeloid infiltration in the liver, lungs, and skin were observed in Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockouts but not the controls [Supplemental Fig. S8D; data not shown]. The BM, spleen, and liver showed marked increased maturing myelomonocytic cells and atypical megakaryocytes that are consistent with a CMML-like MPN [Supplemental Fig. S8E]. Furthermore, colony assays showed that Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockout spleens had ~40-fold expansion of CFU-GM and ~15-fold expansion of CFU-E progenitors [Fig. 5G]. Taken together, our data indicate that in vivo excision of Cbl and Cbl-b in hematopoietic cells acts as a driver for an aggressive CMML-like disease, analogous to CBL mutated MDS/MPN.

JAK inhibition abrogates Cbl\(^{-/-}\);Cbl-b\(^{-/-}\) CMML and inhibits the expansion of myeloid MPPs

The development of a CMML-like disease that closely resembles human CBL mutated myeloid malignancies in Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockout mice suggests their potential for preclinical testing. Of note, inhibitors to two known CBL targets in hematopoietic cells, KIT and FLT3, have been tested in the RF knock-in Cbl\(^{CaF9A/-}\) mice that develop a similar disease but with a longer latency [Rathinam et al. 2010]. While the FLT3 inhibitor (FLT3i) quizzartinib temporarily alleviated CMML development in this model, the c-Kit/Src inhibitor dasatinib failed to impact the disease in Cbl\(^{CaF9A/-}\) mice [Taylor et al. 2012; Duyvestyn et al. 2014]. Based on our new findings, we set out to test whether JAK2 inhibition could abrogate CMML development in Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockout mice. We isolated BM cells from Cbl; Cbl-b conditional double-knockout mice that developed CMML and transplanted them into cohorts of secondary recipients. Mice were then divided randomly into three groups, and vehicle, ruxolitinib, or quizzartinib was delivered to each group through oral gavage once daily for 6 wk. Ruxolitinib significantly reduced neutrophil counts in Cbl;Cbl-b conditional double-knockout transplanted mice while sparing lymphoid cells or red blood cells.
Figure 5. JAKi blunts CMML development in Cbl;Cbl-b−/− transplanted mice. (A) Experimental scheme of in vivo excision of Cbl and Cbl-b in transplanted mice. Two million total BM cells from Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f or Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 (f/f;ERT) mice were injected into lethally irradiated recipient mice. Four weeks after transplantation, mice were treated with TAM. (B) Donor percentages in different blood lineages in Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice were analyzed by flow cytometry 45 d after TAM administration. (C) CBC analysis of Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice 45 d after TAM. (D,E) Donor percentages in different lineages in the BM (D) or spleens (E) from Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice 20–65 d after TAM injection. (F) The left panel shows representative images of spleens from Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice after TAM injection. The right graph shows spleen weights. (G) CFU-G/M(left) or CFU-E(right) progenitors in the spleens of Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice after TAM injection are shown. n = 9. (H) A Kaplan-Meier survival curve of Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f (n = 20) and Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 (n = 19) transplanted mice after TAM injection is shown. P-value was calculated by log-rank t-test. (I) BM cells from Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice were injected into cohorts of recipients. Secondarily transplanted mice were subjected to either vehicle, ruxolitinib, or quizartinib treatment. CBC analyses 6 wk after drug treatment are shown. (J) The numbers of various donor-derived HSPC populations in the spleens of Cblf/f;Cbl-bf/f;CreERT2 transplanted mice with different drug treatments are shown. (K) Cell numbers of myeloid and lymphoid lineages in the spleens of drug-treated mice were quantified by cell count and flow cytometry. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. Horizontal lines indicate mean frequencies. Error bars indicate SE. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; (ns) not significant.
Different from the effect of ruxolitinib, quizartinib significantly reduced the lymphocyte and RBC counts in addition to reducing the neutrophil counts [Fig. 5I], suggesting a less specific myelosuppressive effect. Our data raise an interesting possibility that JAKis might be superior to FLT3is in blunting Cbl;Cbl-b-null CMML development.

Since JAK2 signaling is crucial for HSPC development, we evaluated the effects of these drugs on various stem and progenitor compartments. Strikingly, we found that ruxolitinib decreased the numbers of myeloid-biased MPP3 and MegE-biased MPP2 while alleviating the suppression of lymphoid-biased MPP4 in the spleen [Fig. 5J]. In contrast, quizartinib failed to significantly affect HSPCs [Fig. 5J]. In agreement with the effects on HSPCs, ruxolitinib markedly reduced mature myeloid cells but had negligible effects on B cells or T cells in the spleen [Fig. 5K]. In contrast, quizartinib failed to significantly impact mature myeloid cells; instead, it decreased B-cell and T-cell numbers [Fig. 5K]. Morphological analysis of BM and spleens from ruxolitinib-treated mice showed decreased myelomonocytes and increased erythrocytes that are consistent with reduced disease burden [Supplemental Fig. S9]. Hence, our data indicate that JAKis is effective in treating Cbl;Cbl-b-deficient CMML in mice, potently suppressing myeloid-biased MPPs.

Primary human CBL\textsuperscript{mut} AMLs show elevated JAK2 levels and signaling and are sensitive to JAK inhibition

CBL mutations are found in a variety of myeloid malignancies, particularly in MDS/MPNs [Niemeyer et al. 2010]. Our new findings prompted us to investigate JAK2 regulation in human CBL\textsuperscript{mut} myeloid neoplasms. We found that healthy BM mononuclear cells (MNCs) showed very little signaling response to GM-CSF in comparison with CBL\textsuperscript{mut} leukemia cells [secondary AML after MDS/MPN with CBL loss-of-function mutations] [Supplemental Fig. S10, Supplemental Table S2]. Thus, we compared primary CBL\textsuperscript{mut} AMLs with CBL\textsuperscript{WT} myelomonocytic AMLs [Supplemental Table S2]. Our data demonstrated that freshly thawed CBL\textsuperscript{mut} AML cells exhibited elevated JAK2 levels and an extended JAK2 half-life in comparison with CBL\textsuperscript{WT} AMLs [Fig. 6A,B]. Moreover,
**CBL**mut** AMLs showed enhanced sensitivity and more sustained JAK2/STAT5 signaling in response to GM-CSF compared with **CBL**WT AMLs [Fig. 6C,D]. To examine the effects of kinase inhibition on AML growth, we subjected primary AML cells to treatment with increasing concentrations of JAKi or FLT3i. Notably, **CBL**mut AMLs were more sensitive to JAKi [ruxolitinib] but not to FLT3i [quizartinib] compared with **CBL**WT AMLs in growth assays [Fig. 6E,F]. Hence, our data suggest that JAK2 is an important mediator of CBL functions in myeloid malignancies that can be exploited for therapeutic purposes.

**Discussion**

JAK2 plays an essential role in normal and malignant HSPCs. JAK2 protein level and activity are tightly regulated to ensure its critical function in normal hematopoiesis and prevent malignant transformation. Thus far, several E3 Ub ligases for JAK2 have been proposed. SOCS proteins, especially SOCS1 and SOCS3, have been reported to be STAT target genes and promote JAK2 proteasomal degradation in a negative feedback loop where the E3 ligase VHL interacts with SOCS1 to mediate proteasome-dependent JAK2 degradation [Russell et al. 2011]. In addition, Notch-induced Asb2 is reported to bridge JAK2 and Cullin1, 5-base E3 ligases, therefore mediating JAK2 degradation in proteasomes [Nie et al. 2011]. However, all of these experiments have relied on overexpression studies, and we found that JAK2 stability was not affected by Cullin inhibitors [data not shown]. Structural studies demonstrated that SOCS3 simultaneously binds to JAK2 and the cytokine receptor to which it is engaged, revealing how specificity is generated in SOCS action [Babon et al. 2013; Kershaw et al. 2013]. In addition, genetic studies showed that SOCS proteins affect only a limited number of cytokine receptors; e.g., SOCS1 regulates IFNγ and EPOR signaling [Alexander et al. 1999], while SOCS3 regulates IL-6 and G-CSF signaling [Croker et al. 2003, 2004]. None of these proteins, when lost in vivo, increases JAK2 protein levels in HSPCs, expands HSC pools, or enhances multiple lineage hematopoiesis. Thus, the E3 ligases regulating JAK2 stability and activity in HSPCs have remained elusive.

In this study, we identified a novel signaling axis indicating that CBL family E3 Ub ligases regulate JAK2 stability and signaling amplitude/duration through the adaptor protein LNK. One important distinction between SOCS and CBL is that SOCS proteins are transcriptionally induced by JAK/STAT, while LNK/CBL actions are membrane-proximal signaling events for immediate and rapid down-modulation of JAK signaling. Surprisingly, we found that JAK2 degradation is independent of that of MPL despite its reliance on the receptor for activation. Depletion of CBL/CBL-B increases the cell surface levels of MPL under basal conditions and impairs its down-regulation from the cell surface upon ligand-induced activation, consistent with a previous report [Saur et al. 2010]. However, we showed that CBL proteins do not affect MPL degradation kinetics but regulate JAK2 stability. Our results imply that different pools of MPL may exist on the cell surface, associated with either inactive or active JAK2. The inactive JAK2 proteins are not ubiquitinated and consequently are stable, while the phosphorylated/active JAK2 proteins interact with CBL proteins via LNK for their prompt ubiquitination and degradation. Activated JAK2 may be sorted through routes for degradation that are distinct from MPL.

We showed for the first time that endogenous JAK2 is K63-ubiquitinated in a cytokine-inducible manner that correlates with JAK2 phosphorylation, activation, and prompt degradation as a negative feedback mechanism. We found that, in the heterologous overexpression system, JAK2 is both K48- and K63-ubiquitinated. However, we were able to detect only K63 ubiquitination of endogenous JAK2 in hematopoietic cells. Nonetheless, JAK2 may be subjected to modifications with multiple types of poly-Ub chains and also regulated by multiple E3 ligases. Thus, different types of poly-Ub chains could coexist but be conjugated with different kinetics and subjected to chain editing. CBL proteins are known to promote K63-Ub of RTKs for their trafficking and lysosomal degradation as well as K48-Ub-mediated proteasomal degradation (Thien and Langdon 2005; Mohapatra et al. 2013). Detailed and comprehensive biochemical studies to identify CBL protein-dependent-specific Ub chain linkages on JAK2, the signals that trigger JAK2 degradation, and its degradation routes warrant future studies.

It has been shown that CBL, but not RF mutants, causes decreased JAK2 [and LYN] protein expression and increased proteasomal degradation [Nagao et al. 2011; Javadi et al. 2013]. However, studies of mechanism have not been reported previously. This study reveals a novel CBL–LNK–JAK2 signaling complex that regulates JAK2 ubiquitination, stability, and activity. Using in vitro ubiquitination assays, we demonstrated that JAK2 is a direct substrate of CBL. In the in vitro settings where high concentrations and proximity can drive ubiquitination of the substrates, LNK is dispensable for the ubiquitination of JAK2 by CBL. Although not required, LNK further promotes JAK2 ubiquitination kinetics in vitro. We believe that, in cells, LNK plays an important role in bridging the JAK2–CBL interaction. We showed previously that LNK binds to phosphorylated JAK2 upon TPO stimulation [Bersenev et al. 2008], which is consistent with the activation/phosphorylation-dependent JAK2 ubiquitination and degradation mediated by CBL. Previous studies have suggested that Src family kinases, such as LYN, are activators of CBL [tyrosine phosphorylation] and substrates of CBL for ubiquitination [Javadi et al. 2013]. We found that Src inhibition reduces CBL phosphorylation as well as CBL E3 function, as evidenced by increased half-lives for both JAK2 and CBL, indicating LYN as an activator of CBL. CBL regulates its own ubiquitination and degradation in addition to its substrates, which include positive signaling proteins such as JAK2, KIT, and FLT3 as well as negative regulators such as LYN [Javadi et al. 2013] and LNK [this work]. Taken together, previous work and our data suggest a complex self-inhibitory signaling
CBL degrades JAK2 in HSCs and myeloid leukemia

The circuit that curtails cytokine receptor/kinase signaling as well as CBL activity. We found that dual depletion of CBL and CBL-b results in more pronounced effects on JAK2 stability and JAK2-mediated cell growth than individual depletion, providing a plausible explanation for the moderate phenotypes observed in single-knockout cells and mice. Important, in vitro excision of Cbl and Cbl-b in primary murine HSPCs increased JAK2 levels and signaling. Cbl/Cbl-b-null HSCs phenocopy Lnk−/− and Cbl/Cbl-b-deleted mice. More numbers of HSCs in conjunction with committed myeloid progenitors in the transplanted whole BM versus those in purified HSCs may contribute to the aggressive CML phenotype observed upon in vivo excision. Of note, we found a striking expansion of HSCs in the spleens of Cbl/Cbl-b-deleted mice. This extramedul-
ary hematopoiesis, in particular the myeloid proliferation and myeloid infiltration, is consistent with clinical manifestation of CML or JMML.

Our results show that JAK2 is a major target of CBL proteins in hematopoietic cells, in particular HSPCs. Importantly, CBL-inactivated or CBL/CBL-B-depleted cells remain sensitive to JAK inhibition, which prompted us to test JAK inhibition in vivo. We demonstrated that the JAK1 ruxolitinib significantly reduced the numbers of HSPCs and myeloid-biased MPPs, reduced extramedul-
lar hematopoiesis, and mitigated CML development in Cbl/Cbl-b-deleted mice. Our results reveal that the efficacy of JAK inhibition is superior to FLT3 inhibition, since JAK inhibition reduces HSC and myeloid MPP ex-
ansion while sparing lymphoid MPPs. Of note, JAK2 is a major, but not the only, functionally relevant substrate for CBL proteins in hematopoietic cells. CBL has been found to promote the ubiquitination of gp130 and the activation of JAK2, forming the basis for the enhanced GM-CSF-in-
duced STAT5 signaling observed in these AMLs. Strikingly, JAKis, but not FLT3is, can stratify myelomonocytic AMLs into two subgroups, with CBLmut being more sensitive than CBLWT to JAK inhibition. A biologic hallmark of JMML/CML is their hypersensitivity to GM-CSF in both cell growth and pSTAT5 activation [Kotecha et al. 2008; Niemeyer et al. 2010; Padron et al. 2013]. Among CML patients, the pSTAT5-hypersensitive response correlated positively with high-risk disease and signal-
ing-associated mutations [Padron et al. 2013]. Our data provide mechanistic underpinnings of cytokine hyperres-
ponsiveness in these diseases and predict particular sensi-
tivity in those patients with dysregulated LNK, CBL, or JAK2 aberrations.

Taken together, CBL, JAK2, and LNK all play critical roles in normal and malignant hematopoiesis with over-
lapping and concerted functions. Our studies unravelled a novel signaling axis, CBL–LNK–JAK2, in regu-
lating JAK2 protein turnover and signaling in HSPCs. JAKis are in clinical phase 1 studies in CML [Padron et al. 2016]. Our results implicate JAK2 as a major mediator of aban-
rant CBL functions in myeloid neoplasms. Given that MDS/MPN/AMLs with CBL mutations have a poor prog-
nosis, our studies reveal a precision approach in treating these diseases.

Materials and methods

Mice, cell lines, and primary human samples

Cblf/f, Cblf/f mice were generated as described [Goetz et al. 2016] and crossed to creERT2 mice from Jackson Laboratories. Lnk−/− mice were generously provided by Dr. Tony Pawson and Dr. Laura Velazquez (Samuel Lunenfield Research Institute, To-
ronto, Canada). BM- or peripheral blood-derived MNCs from de-
identified AML patients were obtained from the Stem Cell and Xenograft Core Facility at University of Pennsylvania. TF-1 and HEL cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection. HEL cells were cultured in RPMI with 10% bovine cell se-
rum. TF-1 cells were maintained in RPMI supplemented with 10% CS and 2 ng/mL hGM-CSF [Peprotech].

Constructs and antibodies

MSCV-Pgk-PAC-CBL wild type and C381A mutant were kindly provided by Dr. E. Richard Stanley [Xiong et al. 2011]. pOz-
hLNK wild type and R392E mutants were generated as described previously [Jiang et al. 2012]. Human CBL miR30-based shRNA [CCCGTACTATCTTGTCAAG] was constructed into PIG [MSCV-puro-RES-GFP] retrorviral vector. LentiCas9-Blas vector was used for CAS9 expression. Human CBL-b GRNA (TTCCGC AAAATAGAGCCCA) and human LNK knockout (GGTCG AACAGCTTCCAAGCAAG) were inserted into lentiguide-Puro or RFP vector.

Antibodies for biochemical studies were purchased from the following vendors: anti-pY1007/1008-JAK2 [no. 3776], JAK2 [no. 3230], pY697-JAK3 [no. 9351], p5473-AKT [no. 4051], AKT [no. 9122], pT702/204-ERK1/2 [no. 9106], ERK1/2 [no. 9101], pY507-Lyn [no. 2731], Lyn [no. 2732], and pan-UB [P4D1, no. 3936], antibodies were from Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.; STATS [sc-835], Actin [sc-1616], and CBL-b [sc-8006] were from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; anti-pTyr [4G10] was from Millipore; and CBL [610441] was from BC Biosciences. hLNK and MPL antibodies were generated as described previously [Bersenev et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2012].
For Western blot analysis, TF-1 cells were starved for 1–3 h in RPMI medium [Invitrogen] plus 0.5% BSA and then treated with or without hTPO. Cells were directly lysed in lyssis buffer [Invitrogen] and resolved in SDS-PAGE. The blots were probed with the indicated antibodies. For CHX chase assay, TF-1/MPL cells were starved and then treated with 40 µg/mL CHX in the absence or presence of 100 ng/mL hTPO for the indicated time periods. Protein half-lives were analyzed by Western blot.

**Ub pull-down assay**

Ub pull-down assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, TF-1/MPL cells were starved and then either left untreated or stimulated with 100 ng/mL hTPO for 10 min. Cells were lysed in the lysis buffer (100 mM Tris-HCL at pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Triton-X 100, protease inhibitor cocktail [Roche], 100 µM PR-619 [LifeSensors], 4 mM 1,10-phenanthroline-·[O-Pa], Mallinkrodt Chemicals), 4 mM N-ethylnalmeamide [NEM, Sigma-Aldrich], 100 mM Flag-K63-TUBE [LifeSensors, UM604] for 1 h. Cell lysates were clarified by centrifugation, and the supernatant was diluted four-fold and then incubated for 2 h at 4°C to allow for binding of Flag-K63-TUBE to poly-Ub chains. Flag M2 affinity resins were then added to cell lysates and incubated for 2 h at 4°C to allow for binding of Flag-M2 to poly-Ub. Precipitates were eluted with LDS loading buffer and then subjected to Western blot analysis. For pull-down of total ubiquitinated proteins, TF-1/MPL cells were starved and pretreated with DMSO or 1 µM dasatinib for 1 h and then stimulated with or without TPO for 10 min. Cell lysates were used for immunoprecipitation as described above.

**In vitro ubiquitination assay**

For in vitro ubiquitination assay, S9-purified JAK2 [amino acids 532–1132] (SRP0172, Sigma-Aldrich) was incubated with or without 20 nM CBLTRX-RING [Progena] in ubiquitination reaction buffer (50 mM bicine at pH 8.0, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.05% CHAPS, 5 mM E1, 200 nM E2 [UBE2D3], 600 nM Ub wild type, 200 nM biotin-Ub, 400 µM ATP, 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol) for 1 h at 37°C [Riling et al. 2015]. The reaction was stopped by directly adding SDS loading buffer. Samples were subjected to Western blot analysis using streptavidin-HRP and anti-JAK2 antibodies.

For TR-FRET assay, recombiant Myc-JAK2 protein was purified from insect S9 cells using anti-Myc 9B11 beads [Cell Signaling Technology, Inc., no. 3400]. LNK [amino acids 301–end] protein was purified from Escherichia coli BL21 [DE3]. TR-FRET assay was performed as described previously [Riling et al. 2015]. Briefly, the reaction was reconstituted by adding CBL E3 ligase, LNK, and JAK2 on beads with ubiquitination mixture (0.2 mM ATP, 5 nM E1, 100 nM UBE2D3 E2) and TR-FRET detection mixture [biotin-TUBE1] [LifeSensors], streptavidin-terbium [CisBio], and wild-type and fluorescein-labeled Ub [Life Sensors, SL270F] in reaction buffer. The fluorescence signal was captured in real time by PerkinElmer Life Sciences Envision plate reader (excitation: 340 nm; emission 1: 520 nm; emission 2: 480 nm). The TR-FRET ratio was calculated by emission520/emission480.

**Ub pull-down assay**

TF-1 cells were lysed in immunoprecipitation buffer (10 mM Tris at pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Triton-X 100, protease inhibitor cocktail [Roche], 100 µM PR-619 [LifeSensors], 4 mM 1,10-phenanthroline-·[O-Pa], Mallinkrodt Chemicals), 4 mM N-ethylnalmeamide [NEM, Sigma-Aldrich], 100 mM Flag-K63-TUBE [LifeSensors, UM604] for 1 h. Cell lysates were clarified by centrifugation, and the supernatant was diluted four-fold and then incubated for 2 h at 4°C to allow for binding of Flag-K63-TUBE to poly-Ub chains. Flag M2 affinity resins were then added to cell lysates and incubated for 2 h at 4°C to allow for binding of Flag-M2 to poly-Ub. Precipitates were eluted with LDS loading buffer and then subjected to Western blot analysis. For pull-down of total ubiquitinated proteins, TF-1/MPL cells were starved and pretreated with DMSO or 1 µM dasatinib for 1 h and then stimulated with or without TPO for 10 min. Cell lysates were used for immunoprecipitation as described above.

**Cell growth assay**

Triplicates of various TF-1 cell lines were seeded in RPMI plus 10% calf serum (100 µL per well; 2 × 104/mL) in 96-well plates in the presence of different concentrations of cytokines or inhibitors. Three days after culture, 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazole-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide [MTT, Sigma-Aldrich] was added to cell medium at a final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL for 4 h at 37°C. The reaction was subsequently terminated by stopping buffer, and the absorbance was measured at OD550–600 in a spectrophotometer.

**HSPC purification and BM transplantation (BMT)**

Lineage− cells were first isolated from BM cells with a lineage cell depletion kit [Miltenyi Biotech]. LSK or LKS+ cells were sorted on a FACS Aria cytometer (BD Biosciences) and then cultured in SFEM medium [StemCell Technologies, Inc.] plus 10% FBS [SAFC Biosciences] with 20 ng/mL Flt3L, 20 ng/mL IL-6, 100 ng/mL SCF, and 20 ng/mL TPO for 2 d in the presence of 200 nM 4-OHT (Sigma-Aldrich) to induce Cre expression. For BMT, 2000 LSKs were cultured in each well in a 96-well plate. The result cells [CD45.2] were mixed with 3 × 105 total BM cells from isogenic competitor mice (CD45.1/CD45.2) and then injected into irradiated recipient mice [CD45.1] that were irradiated with a split dose of 10 Gy using Orthovoltage precision X-ray.

For Chib/Chib− excision in vivo, we transplanted 2 × 106 total BM cells from Chib+/Chib− [or Chib+/Chib−] CreERT2 mice into lethally irradiated recipient mice. Four weeks after BMT, transplanted mice were intraperitoneally injected with TAM [40 mg per kilogram of body weight] daily for four consecutive days. Twelve days and 45 d after TAM treatment, peripheral blood was collected for CBC and flow cytometric analysis. For secondary BMT, 2 × 106 total BM cells from primary recipient mice were injected into each lethally irradiated mouse.

**CBC analysis and flow cytometric analysis of HSPCs and cells of different hematopoietic lineages**

Cells from peripheral blood, BM, or spleens were collected and stained with different fluorescence-conjugated antibodies to different lineages: PE-Gr1 and APC-Mac1 for myeloid cells, PE-CD4 and CD8 for T cells, and APC-B220 for B cells, along with FITC-CD45.1 and APC-Cy7-CD45.2 to differentiate donor cells from competitor/host cells. Flow cytometry was performed on a FACS Canto analyzer. CBC was measured using a Hemavet 950 [Drew Scientific, Inc.].

For HSPC analysis, BM or spleen cells were stained with FITC-CD45.1, APC-CD45.2, biotinylated lineage cocktail [B220, CD4, CD8, CD19, Gr1, Mac1, and Ter119], PerCP-Cy5.5-Sca1, APC-Cy7-Kit, PE-Cy7-CD150, FITC-CD48, and PE-Flk2 antibodies followed by streptavidin-Pe-Texas Red secondary antibodies. Cells were resuspended in DAPI-containing FACS buffer and subjected to flow cytometric analysis on LSR Fortessa.
Colony assays
Mouse BM or spleen cells were plated in semisolid methylcellulose culture (Stem Cell Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations with M3434 medium for CFU-G/M colonies or M3334 medium for CFU-E colonies. The colony numbers were scored 2 d [M3334] or 8–12 d [M3434] later.

Drug treatment in vivo
Secondarily transplanted mice with Cblf/f or Cblb/f/f; CreERT2 mice treated with TAM developed CMML at ~9 wk. Mice were divided randomly into three groups and treated by oral gavage daily with vehicle, the JAKi ruxolitinib (60 mg per kilogram body weight) or the FLT3i quizartinib (10 mg per kilogram of body weight). Ruxolitinib was dissolved in PEG300/5% glucose (1:3), while quizartinib (both from Medkoo Biosciences) was dissolved in 5% 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (Sigma-Aldrich). At 6 wk, mice were sacrificed for CBC and flow analysis for HSPC and lineage distributions in the BM and spleen.

Statistics
Statistics for MTT assays were performed by two-tailed Student t-test. All other continuous variables were compared using a two-sided t-test or one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey s-test for multiple comparisons, and error bars represent mean ± SEM.
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